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       There has been enough blood in the Balkans. Serbia is offering its
hand. Let us turn to the future and not deal with the past. 
~Ivica Dacic

Let us turn to the future and not deal with the past. 
~Ivica Dacic

No one can undermine national unity. 
~Ivica Dacic

We believe Slobodan Milosevic must be buried in his country, in
Belgrade, at the Alley of Great Men. 
~Ivica Dacic

There can be no unified southeastern Europe without Yugoslavia, and
everything else is a continuation of political blackmail with which the
Serb people and Yugoslavia were faced all these years. 
~Ivica Dacic

Yugoslavia and Serbia will fight against terrorists regardless of whether
a political agreement is reached or not. 
~Ivica Dacic

Had someone from Serbia flown a Greater Serbia flag in Tirana or
Pristina, it would become an issue for the U.N. Security Council. 
~Ivica Dacic

Serbia has become a pariah nation, untouchable like a leper. 
~Ivica Dacic

Serbia stands firmly on the EU path. 
~Ivica Dacic

I have no private life, as I am constantly under police surveillance. 
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~Ivica Dacic

Serbia is blamed in advance for everything. 
~Ivica Dacic

It is of major importance for the future of our country that through his
defence and the fact he died without being convicted, Milosevic had
managed to defend national and state interest. 
~Ivica Dacic

I tried to go to Kosovo to establish a statue to commemorate those who
died during the wars, and to discuss moving on, so we could move into
a new era. But I was banned from there. 
~Ivica Dacic

A final and long-lasting solution to the Kosovo issue cannot be
achieved without an agreement with Serbia, especially in regard to the
U.N. 
~Ivica Dacic

Serbia will neither allow a revision of history, nor will it forget who are
the main culprits in World War I. 
~Ivica Dacic

As prime minister, I will never make a decision that will be an injustice
to Serbia and its citizens. 
~Ivica Dacic
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